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Abstract

Existing image cropping works mainly use anchor evalu-
ation methods or coordinate regression methods. However,
it is difficult for pre-defined anchors to cover good crops
globally, and the regression methods ignore the cropping
diversity. In this paper, we regard image cropping as a
set prediction problem. A set of crops regressed from mul-
tiple learnable anchors is matched with the labeled good
crops, and a classifier is trained using the matching results
to select a valid subset from all the predictions. This new
perspective equips our model with globality and diversity,
mitigating the shortcomings but inherit the strengthens of
previous methods. Despite the advantages, the set predic-
tion method causes inconsistency between the validity la-
bels and the crops. To deal with this problem, we propose to
smooth the validity labels with two different methods. The
first method that uses crop qualities as direct guidance is
designed for the datasets with nearly dense quality labels.
The second method based on the self distillation can be used
in sparsely labeled datasets. Experimental results on the
public datasets show the merits of our approach over state-
of-the-art counterparts.

1. Introduction
Image cropping has been widely used to improve im-

age composition. Automatic image cropping is devel-
oped to make the technique friendly to amateurs and non-
specialists. Previous works [3, 7, 26, 31, 47] usually merge
the expert knowledge such as the “Rule of Thirds” into the
models to guide the cropping. Such methods enable inter-
pretability of the cropping process but are weak in learning
sophisticated features. In recent years, many data-driven
approaches built upon deep CNNs have been proposed.
These methods are roughly categorized into anchor evalu-
ation methods [4, 17, 20, 37–40, 43, 44] and coordinate re-
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Figure 1. A diagram of different image cropping models. The an-
chor evaluation model (top left) can output diverse crops from pre-
defined anchors, but these anchors cannot encompass good crops
globally. The coordinate regression model (top right) crops from
global image, but just outputs one good crop and ignores the others
(e.g. the box with red dashed line). Our model (bottom) combines
their strengths and overcomes their weaknesses, leading to diverse
crops from global views.

gression methods [8, 11, 14–16, 24]. The former assigns
quality scores to the pre-defined anchors. The latter directly
regresses the coordinates of one crop on the input images.
The anchor evaluation methods show the merits of generat-
ing diverse good crops. As shown in the top-left of Fig. 1,
users can select an arbitrary number of crops according to
the evaluated scores. But most anchor generation rules can-
not search the cropping spaces globally, resulting in the pos-
sible omission of good crops. On the contrary, coordinate
regression methods use a global view to cover all possibil-
ities. But they only predict one crop from an image, which
is insufficient for most images as shown in the top-right of
Fig. 1. Besides, learning one best crop may cause ambiguity
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because it potentially assumes other crops are all bad.
In summary, cropping images is like picking fruits from

a fruitful tree. Anchor evaluation methods give us many
fruits to select (Diversity), but they only search part of the
branches. Coordinate regression methods check every twigs
(Globality) but only pick one fruit. Naturally, a question
should be asked: Can we combine the different advantages
of the two methods to achieve both the Diversity and the
Globality? Inspired by the recently developed object detec-
tion models [2], we provide a new perspective by regard-
ing image cropping as a set prediction problem. The core
components of our set prediction model are the learnable
anchors and the bipartite matching. Specifically, we ran-
domly initialize a set of learnable anchors. After absorbing
useful information from the input image features through a
transformer model, these anchors are used to regress crops
directly. To address the inequality between the pre-defined
anchor number and the labeled good crop number, we em-
ploy the Hungarian algorithm to perform bipartite match-
ing. According to the matching results, a classifier is trained
to judge whether an anchor is valid. In short, the direct co-
ordinate regression enables Globality and the multiple an-
chors with validity classification help to achieve Diversity.
This framework successfully combines the different advan-
tages of the anchor-based models and the regression mod-
els, as shown in the bottom of Fig. 1.

Despite the great advantages, a ghost of inconsistency
hides between the regressed crops and the validity labels.
According to the bipartite matching results, we assign hard
labels v = 0 for the unmatched crops. Such a hard va-
lidity label forces the model to treat all the invalid crops
equally, while these invalid crops fall into a wide qual-
ity range. The contradiction between the hard labels and
the complex crop qualities causes inconsistency, which is
harmful to the model training. To cope with this problem,
we employ two different label smoothing methods to make
the validity labels better reflect the crop qualities. The first
method uses quality scores to guide the smoothing. The
qualities of the invalid crops are estimated according to the
local redundancy property [43] in the nearly dense labeled
dataset. The second method employs self distillation [10]
when the dense labels are unavailable considering the model
itself has the potentials to learn knowledge about crop qual-
ity. The estimated validity probabilities are used to generate
soft labels. We finally conduct sufficient experiments using
various evaluation metrics on four datasets to validate the
effectiveness of the proposed method. Our main contribu-
tions are as summarized as follows.

• We rethink image cropping from the perspective of
both globality and diversity: delving into all possibili-
ties to find all good compositions.

• We regard image cropping as a set prediction problem,

where multiple regressed crops with a validity classi-
fier are used to match diverse good crops. This enables
the globality and diversity.

• Two different label smoothing methods are developed
into the set prediction method to deal with the incon-
sistency problem between the crops and validity labels.

• Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate our
model. The comparative experiments and the ablation
study results prove the effectiveness of our model.

2. Related Works
2.1. Image Cropping

Aiming to improve image aesthetic quality, image crop-
ping is different from other similar tasks that only pre-
serve useful contents and structures such as image retar-
geting [33, 34] and graphcut [1, 41]. Therefore, aesthetic
quality evaluation techniques [12, 30] are always involved.
Early works [6,7,22,26,47] mainly use hand-craft aesthetic-
related features with shallow classifiers [9]. Recently, deep
neural networks have dominated many computer vision
tasks from recognition to generation [13,27]. There are two
major types of cropping methods. The anchor-based meth-
ods focus on the anchor generation and the anchor evalua-
tion methods. Wang et al. [38] obtained candidates based
on image saliency, and employed an AVA [30] pretrained
network to evaluate crops. Wei et al. [39] proposed a new
image cropping dataset and a method based on knowledge
transfer. Zeng et al. [43] analyzed the redundancy property
of crops and defined anchors based on a grid rule. Tu et
al. [37] proposed to use composition and saliency aware
score maps to evaluate crops, and a two-stage searching
strategy was designed to find good views. Chen et al. [5]
proposed to utilize good photos on the web to obtain bad
crops by random cropping. Li et al. [17] pointed out that
the mutual relations between different crops are key factors
to improve the crop evaluation performances. The other cat-
egory directly regresses cropping coordinates. Lu et al. [24]
proposed an end-to-end network to achieve image cropping.
Guo et al. [8] proposed to employ cascaded regression to
regress the crop boundaries directly from the whole image.
Different from other works, Li et al. [14, 15] employed the
reinforcement learning method to obtain bounding boxes
from the whole image, such that all the possible crops are
covered. Hong et al. [11] proposed a model that uses differ-
ent composition rules explicitly, making the model works
like a photographer.

2.2. Label Smoothing

Label smoothing has shown effectiveness in many ar-
eas. Its functions could be categorized into three classes
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Figure 2. Framework of our model. The left part is the model architecture that contains a CNN backbone, a conditional transformer
encoder, a conditional transformer decoder, and two prediction heads. The model predicts a crop and a validity probability from each
anchor (denoted as colored squares). The right part depicts the bipartite matching and the label smoothing process. The predicted green
crop is matched with the given good crop (red box). In the densely labeled dataset, we estimate the quality scores of the invalid crops
by finding their high-IoU neighbors (the same-color crops in the top-right image) and use the scores to guide the label smoothing. In the
sparsely labeled dataset, we use self distillation to smooth the labels.

[45] including label regularization, label relation mining
and noisy label learning. The three functions always do not
work alone [42]. Many efforts have been made from sim-
ple uniform smoothing [35] to some more complex forms
[10, 19, 21, 45] by mining the relations between different
data, classes or learning stages. There are also some works
trying to explain the mechanisms and the relations to other
techniques [25, 29]. Label smoothing in our work is a kind
of label relation mining method by making crops of closer
qualities have closer labels.

3. Method
3.1. Image Cropping Based on The Set Prediction

We introduce our model by showing its evolution path
from the traditional coordinate regression models. From
this perspective, only the Diversity needs to be added since
the Globality has been equipped. Therefore, we decompose
our task into two sub-tasks. The first sub-task enables the
model to predict a fixed number of multiple crops and the
second sub-task relaxes the fixed number to the arbitrary
numbers.

To achieve the first goal, we employ multiple input fea-
tures, i.e., anchors, to regress multiple crops. Specifically,
we randomly initialize a set of learnable anchors qi ∈ RC ,
where i ∈ {1, 2, ..., Nq}. A model that takes both the an-

chors and the images as inputs has two different functions.
The first function exchanges information between different
anchors. The second function transmits information from
the input images to the anchors. Finally, a regression head
is employed to predict a crop b̂i ∈ R4 from the anchor qi.

In the first sub-task, we define a sufficiently large anchor
number Nq . But two new problems arise. First, the number
of the good crops NBj from the j-th image may not reach
Nq , i.e., NBj < Nq . Second, different images may have
different number of good crops, i.e., NBj ̸= NBi . There-
fore, in the second sub-task, we create an auxiliary binary
classifier to find different valid subsets from all the Nq re-
gressed crops. A classifier output v̂ji represents the validity
probability of the regressed crop yi in the input image Ij .

To train the validity classification and the coordinate re-
gression, bipartite matching is performed between the la-
beled good crops and the anchor predictions using the Hun-
garian algorithm the same as [2]. Specifically, the NBj

good crops are padded to Nq . After padding, we have the
ground-truth label set Y j = {yi|i = 1, 2, ..., Nq}, where yi
contains the coordinates of the good crops bi and the valid-
ity labels vi,

yi =

{
{bi = [cx, cy, w, h], vi = 1} 1 ≤ i ≤ NBj

{bi = ∅, vi = 0} NBj + 1 ≤ i ≤ Nq

(1)
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(a) Initial crops. (b) Learned crops.

Figure 3. Comparison between the initial crops and the learned
crops. We show the crops from the randomly selected 7 invalid
anchors.

where [cx, cy, w, h] represents the center coordinate, the
width and the height of the crop, respectively. The bipar-
tite matching finds an index mapping σ ∈ SNq such that
the matching cost Lmatch

(
yi, ŷσ(i)

)
is minimized:

σ̂ = argmin
σ∈SNq

N∑
i

Lmatch

(
yi, ŷσ(i)

)
(2)

In our model, we use the summation of three losses, includ-
ing the coordinate regression loss, the generalized IoU loss,
and the focal loss following [28]:

Lmatch

(
yi, ŷσ(i)

)
=Lreg(bi, b̂σ(i)) + λiouLiou(bi, b̂σ(i))

+ λfocalLfocal(vi, v̂σ(i)),
(3)

where λiou and λbce are the trade-off parameters between
different losses. Note that Liou = Lreg = 0 when bi = ∅.
We find that the focal loss is critical to prevent the model
from degenerating to a naive solution. Finally, the model
parameters are updated by minimizing the loss under the
optimal match Lmatch

(
yi, ŷσ̂(i)

)
.

3.2. Label Smoothing

Our set prediction model uses a validity classifier to se-
lect crops from predictions. Simple binary labels are as-
signed to the regressed crops according to the bipartite
matching results. This label setting may not be optimal for
the inconsistency between the labels and the crops. In this
subsection, we propose to use the label smoothing method
to tackle the problem.

We firstly analyze the existence of the inconsistencies.
During training, only the valid anchors are assigned with
the ground-truth good crops. The rest anchors are left with-
out any supervision signal for the cropping coordinate re-
gression. But this does not mean that these invalid anchors
only output meaningless noises. This is because an invalid
anchor in an input image may become valid for some other
images. When the model is sufficiently trained, many an-
chors can regress meaningful crops. Fig. 3 shows an ex-
ample of the changes on the invalid anchor predictions. In
the initial stage, most invalid anchors only generate crops

of poor quality. But in the late training stage, the qualities
of the crops from these anchors are significantly improved.
In such a situation, the validity labels become quality la-
bels, indicating that a given crop is either good (vi = 1)
or bad (vi = 0). But only one level of “bad” is not rea-
sonable to depict the invalid crops, especially when we use
a strict criterion to define good crops. For example, some
datasets [39,43,44] employ continuous mean opinion scores
ranging from 1 to 5 from multiple users to describe the qual-
ities of crops. If we set the criterion s ≥ 4 to define the
good crops, a crop with a score si = 1.2 and a crop with a
score sj = 3.8 are both bad crops, although their qualities
are highly different. This is the source of the inconsistency
between the regressed crops and the validity labels.

To deal with this problem, we propose to smooth the va-
lidity labels to reflect the crop qualities better. Two different
methods are proposed to adapt to different situations. De-
tailed introductions of them are given below.

3.2.1 Quality Guidance

Recalling that our goal is to improve the label-quality con-
sistency, the direct solution is to use the qualities of the
invalid crops and make better crops have smoother labels.
However, such qualities are unavailable. A substitution is to
find a reliable method to estimate the qualities. Fortunately,
when the training data has nearly dense crops labeled with
quality scores, a property called local redundancy [43] can
help us to realize this target. This property shows that hu-
man perceptions are not sensitive to small changes in crop-
ping scales and the cropping locations. In other words, the
qualities of two crops with an extremely high Intersection
over Union (IoU) are very likely to be the same. In practice,
we first calculate the IoU between a regressed invalid crop
and all the crops labeled with quality scores in the training
image. Then we check if the maximum IoU is larger than
a given threshold ϵ. Once the condition is satisfied, we can
directly transfer the quality score from the maximum-IoU
neighbor to the invalid crop. Finally, we define a truncated
linear function M to map the quality scores si to the soft
labels ṽi:

ṽi = M(si) =


0, if si ≤ sl

µ si−sl

su−sl
, if sl < si ≤ su

µ, if x ≥ su
(4)

where µ is an upper bound of the smooth labels to ensure
sufficiently large label gaps between the valid and the in-
valid anchors. sl and su are two quality score thresholds.
Crops whose quality scores are lower than sl will directly
use label 0, and the labels for the crops with quality scores
higher than su are µ.
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3.2.2 Self Distillation

In the first method, the local redundancy property helps us
quickly estimate the invalid crops’ qualities. However, once
the training data does not provide nearly dense crops with
quality scores, most invalid crops cannot find their high-
IoU neighbors. In this situation, the model itself is the only
thing we can count on. Some previous works [10] find a
model itself can learn the relations between classes even it
is trained with the one-hot hard labels in classification tasks.
According to this property, we employ the self distillation
method [18, 36, 46] to smooth the labels. Specifically, we
start to train our model using the default hard labels. When
the model converges at a good point, a new validity classi-
fication loss is added, using the predicted validity probabil-
ities from the momentum averaged model as the soft labels.
Given a well-trained model F t at the training iteration t, we
define the momentum averaged model F

t
as:

F
t
= θF t + (1− θ)F t−1 (5)

where θ is the moving average decay. The validity classifi-
cation loss becomes:

Lt
validity = Lfocal(vi, v̂σ(i)) + Lfocal(F

t
(Xj , qσ(i)), v̂σ(i))

(6)

3.3. Model Architecture

Our model architecture is similar to the Conditional-
DETR (cDETR) [28]. The model consists of three parts,
a CNN backbone, a transformer encoder, and a transformer
decoder. The CNN backbone and the transformer encoder
extract features from the input images. The transformer
decoder takes both the encoder outputs and the learnable
anchors as inputs to perform both self-attention and cross-
attention, The self-attention modules exchange knowledge
between different anchors, and the cross-attention modules
transmit image features to the anchors. Finally, a regression
head and a classification head are employed to estimate the
cropping coordinates and the validity probabilities.

4. Experiments
4.1. Datasets

FLMS dataset [7] contains 500 images, and each image
is annotated with no more than 10 high-quality crops. This
dataset is only used for testing.

CPC dataset [39] is a large dataset containing 10,797 im-
ages. There are four groups of crops on each image corre-
sponding to four kinds of aspect ratios, and each group has
six crops. Six AMT workers annotate each crop with scores
ranging from 0 to 4 through a two-stage annotation pipeline.
This dataset is only used for training. We randomly select
1,000 images as the validation data.

Table 1. ACC1/N Performances on both the GAICv1 and the
GAICv2 datasets.

Models GAICv1 GAICv2
ACC5 ACC10 ACC5 ACC10

A2-RL [14] 23.0 38.5 23.2 39.5
VPN [39] 40.0 49.5 36.0 48.5
VFN [5] 27.0 39.0 26.6 40.6
VEN [39] 40.5 54.0 37.5 50.5
GAICv1 [43] 53.5 71.5 65.8 82.4
GAICv2 [44] - - 68.2 85.8
ASM-Net [37] 54.3 71.5 - -
Li et al. [17] 63.0 81.5 - -
MFDM [40] 66.5 83.0 - -
TransView [32] - - 69.0 85.4
Ours (ϵ = 0.85) 81.5 91.0 85.0 92.6
Ours (ϵ = 0.90) 65.5 74.5 72.0 86.0

GAICv1 dataset [43] has 1,036 images for training and
200 images for testing. Each image contains at most 90
crops generated by a pre-defined grid-anchor rule. Each
crop is annotated with a score ranging from 1 to 5. This
dataset is extended to GAICv2 [44], in which the number
of training, validation and testing images are 2,636, 200 and
500 respectively. There is no official split of validation data
in GAICv1, so we randomly select 36 images from its train-
ing set for validation. As for the GAICv2 dataset, we use its
official protocol.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics

IoU is the most commonly adopted metric in the previ-
ous works. However, some works [43,44] point out that it is
not reliable. Therefore, besides the IoU metric, we further
employ the ACCK/N metric [43] to evaluate our model.
Only K = 1 is used since it cannot be ensured that the
number of good crops in an image is larger than 1. Given
the ground-truth good crop set Bj = {b1, ..., bNBj } and the
regressed crop set B̂j = {b̂1, ..., b̂NB̂j

} with the top N B̂j

validity scores, the ACC1/N is defined as follows in our
model:

ACC1/N =
1

T

T∑
j=1

1( max
b̂j∈B̂j

N

{FIoU (b
j
best, b̂

j)} ≥ ϵ), (7)

where bjbest is the crop with the highest quality score in Bj ,
and B̂N

j indicates that N B̂j = N for all j. 1(∗) equals to
1 when the condition ∗ is satisfied otherwise 0. ϵ is a pre-
defined IoU threshold. When the IoU between two crops
is sufficiently large, the qualities of the two crops can be
regarded the same according to the local redundancy prop-
erty [43]. Two thresholds ϵ ∈ {0.85, 0.90} are used in our
experiments.
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Table 2. AP Performances of different top-K predictions on the
GAICv2 dataset.

Models AP
K = 5 K = 10 K = 40

VEN [39] 20.2 25.5 34.7
GAICv2 [44] 24.3 33.8 42.2
Ours(ϵ = 0.85) 38.2 50.5 56.8
Ours(ϵ = 0.90) 30.3 40.6 47.4

ACC1/N is sometimes limited because it only reflects
the recall performance of the best crop, while we define
more than one good crop in many images. Therefore, we
further use the average precision (AP) metric calculated by
averaging the different precisions under the different recalls.
This metric has been widely used in object detection mod-
els, and can better reflect the overall performances. Our
implementation is based on the COCO API. Please visit
https://github.com/cocodataset/cocoapi
for more details about this metric.

4.3. Implementation Details

Training and evaluation details: We follow the training
details in the cDETR [28]. The optimizer is ADAMW [23]
with 10−4 weight decay. The learning rate is 10−4, and the
CNN backbone uses a lower learning rate 10−5. The model
is trained for 50 epochs and the learning rate is divided by
ten at the 40-th epoch. In the self distilled label smoothing,
we start distillation at the 40-th epoch, reduce learning rate
at the 50-th epoch, and stop training at the 60-th epoch.

Dataset settings: We use the data augmentations sim-
ilar as [43]. Multi-scale augmentation the same as [2] is
also used. In the GAICv1 and GAICv2 datasets, we define
the crops whose quality scores are higher than four as the
ground-truth good crops. Unless otherwise specified, qual-
ity guidance is used to smooth labels in the two datasets. As
for the CPC dataset, the quality score threshold is two and
we smooth labels using the self distillation.

Model setting: The loss trade-off parameters are set as
λiou = λfocal = 0.4. We use 90 anchors for all the datasets.
In the quality guided label smoothing, we set sl = 2, su =
3.5 and µ = 0.5. In the self distilled label smoothing, the
moving average rate θ is set as 0.5.

4.4. Comparisons with Previous Methods

Quantitative comparison: We firstly compare different
models on the GAICv1 [43] and the GAICv2 [44] datasets
using the ACC1/5 and the ACC1/10 metrics. Table 1 shows
the results 1 on the two datasets. We directly show the re-
sults of the previous works reported in their papers. We

1Note that ACC1/N is abbreviated as ACCN to adapt to the table
scale

Table 3. IoU performances on the FLMS dataset.

Models IoU
Fang et al. [7] 0.740
ABP+AA [38] 0.810
VPN [39] 0.835
VEN [39] 0.837
GAICv2 [44] 0.836
Ours 0.838

can observe significant performance improvements on the
metrics when ϵ = 0.85, indicating the great superiority of
our model. Even when ϵ = 0.90, our model still obtains
the best performance on the GAICv2 dataset. We attribute
the success on the ACC1/N metric to two characteristics of
our model. Firstly, compared with the anchor-based mod-
els, our model concentrates on finding the good crops in-
stead of evaluating all the crops of the entire quality range.
The latter method may distract the model, especially when
the high-quality crops only make up a small fraction of all
the anchors. Secondly, unlike traditional regression mod-
els with a single output crop, our model generates multi-
ple good crops adaptively, covering different compositions,
scales and preferences more comprehensively. Therefore,
the crop with the highest quality score is more likely to be
detected by our model.

We further give the results of the AP metric. The open-
sourced anchor-based models [39, 44] are employed as the
competitors since this metric is inappropriate for the tradi-
tional regression models. To calculate the AP metric, we
need to select the predictions with the top-K validity prob-
abilities. We set three different K values of {5, 10, 40} and
show the results in Table 2. It is shown that our model out-
performs the competitors in all the settings.

Finally our model is compared with the previous models
on the FLMS dataset using the IoU metric. The model is
trained on the CPC dataset. The experimental results in Ta-
ble 3 show that our model achieves similar results compared
with the previous works. Since this metric is not always re-
liable as analyzed in [43]. The results only reflect the rough
performances.

Qualitative comparison: We use some qualitative com-
parisons to show the advantages of our model against the
traditional methods. The model used here is trained on CPC
dataset with the label smoothing based on the self distilla-
tion. The crops are selected from the top 10 outputs ac-
cording to the validity probabilities. The used images are
chosen from the AVA [30] dataset and are ensured not to
exist in the training data. As we have analyzed before, the
coordinate regression models that only crop from a single
view lack Diversity. Fig. 5 shows two examples that our
model finds two good crops for each input image, while the
A2 RL [14] model only generates one crop. The traditional
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Figure 4. Globality: In each pair of images, the left one is the input image and the right one is a crop from our model predictions. When
using the anchors in [43], the four anchor corners need to be inside the corresponding four white transparent regions shown in each image.
However, the bounding boxes (red dashed line) of the crops do not satisfy the requirement. This means that our model can generate crops
that do not exist in the pre-defined anchors in [43].

Figure 5. Diversity: Compared with the previous coordinate re-
gression models that only crops from one single view, our model
can generate multiple good crops.

anchor evaluation models need carefully designed anchors.
However, sometimes there are still neglected good crops,
resulting in the lack of the Globality. We use six examples
in Fig. 4 to show that our model overcomes such a weak-
ness. When using the grid anchors defined in [43], the four
corners of the anchors need to be inside the corresponding
four white transparent regions shown in the left of the image
pairs in Fig. 4. But the crops from our model, shown in the
right of the image pairs and denoted as the red dashed boxes
on the left input images, do not follow the anchor genera-
tion rules. This means that our model generates some good
crops that do not exists in the grid anchors. One reason that
the grid anchors lack Globality is that they uses a strong
assumption called content preservation. Sometimes this as-
sumption does not hold in real-world applications since the
amateur users do not always put the key objects in the cen-
tral regions.

4.5. Label Smoothing Analysis

Quality guidance: We show the influences of the up-
per bound µ in Eq. (4) in the label smoothing based on the
quality guidance (QG). Theoretically, higher µ brings bet-
ter consistency. The model does not use label smoothing
when setting µ = 0. The AP performances with ϵ = 0.90
and K = 40 under different µ are plot in Fig. 6b. The
mapping functions under different µ are given in Fig. 6a.
We can observe two phenomenons. Firstly, compared with
the binary hard labels, the quality-guided smoothed labels
effectively improve the performances. The AP metric is im-
proved from 42.8 to 47.4. Secondly, overly smoothed labels
are very harmful. When the upper bound is very close to 1,
the performances drop drastically. For example, the AP is
only 29.2 when µ = 0.9. The phenomenons show that the
label smoothing has both positive and negative influences.
The negative influence may originate from the damage to
the model discriminability. If µ is close to 1, the small label
margin will make it difficult for the model to distinguish the
invalid and the valid crops.

Self distillation: In the self distillation (SD) method,
we focus on two questions: (1) Is this label smoothing
method effective? (2) What are the characters of the self-
learned soft labels? To answer the first question, we per-
form experiments on both the GAICv2 and the CPC datasets
since this method can work on both of them. In the CPC
dataset, we randomly select 1000 images to test the model
performances. The results in Table 4 shows that the AP
(ϵ = 0.85) metric obtains consistent improvements on both
datasets. The effectiveness of this label smoothing method
is proved. For the second question, our main concern is the
relations between the learned soft labels and the crop qual-
ities. Therefore, we use the method described in Section
3.2.1 to estimate the quality scores of the regressed crops if
possible and plot the crops in scatter diagrams whose x-axis
represents the estimated quality scores and the y-axis rep-
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(a) Quality-label mapping functions M
under different µ (b) AP performances under different µ.

Figure 6. Influences of the label smoothing upper bound µ. We
test 6 different µ values {0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} (a) shows the
mapping function M under the different µ. (b) shows the AP (ϵ =
0.90,K = 40) performances under the different µ.

Table 4. AP (ϵ = 0.85) Performances of the models with and
without the self distillation on two datasets.

Models GAICv2 CPC
K = 10 K = 40 K = 10 K = 40

w/o SD 47.9 54.8 26.3 26.6
w/ SD 49.0 55.5 27.0 27.8

resents the learned soft labels. Only the invalid crops are
plotted in Fig. 7b for the training images in the GAICv2.
As for the testing images, all the crops with the estimated
validity probabilities are shown in Fig. 7a. The two figures
show significant positive correlations between the quality
scores and the soft labels. Most high validity probabilities
belong to the high-quality crops, while nearly all the low-
quality crops only have low validity probabilities. This phe-
nomenon further proves our analysis that the label smooth-
ing improves the model performance by improving the con-
sistency between the validity labels and the regressed crops.

Comparisons between the two methods: We finally
compare the two different label smoothing methods on the
GAICv2 dataset using the AP metrics. Theoretically, the
quality-guided method should perform better than the self
distillation method. This is because the former can directly
use the precisely estimated quality scores. In contrast, the
latter only uses the learned knowledge from the model itself.
The experimental results that the quality guidance method
performs better in all conditions in Table 5 prove our deduc-
tion. We also observe that the performance gaps are larger
at ϵ = 0.90. This phenomenon further validates the merits
of the direct quality guidance.

5. Limitations and Broader Impacts
A major limitation of our model is the cropping scale

bias. We notice that the model trained on the GAIC dataset
tends to generate large scale crops and ignore small good
crops. We will work on this problem in our future works. A
possible negative impact is the influences to personal aes-

(a) GAICv2 testing data. (b) GAICv2 training data.

Figure 7. Quality-validity scatter diagram. The abscissa is the
estimated quality score ranging from 1 to 5 using the method de-
scribed in section 3.2.1, and the ordinate is the probability from
the validity classifier. In both training and testing data, we can ob-
serve positive correlations between the validity probabilities and
the quality scores.

Table 5. AP Performances of the two different label smoothing
methods on the GAICv2 dataset.

Smooth
Methods

AP (ϵ = 0.85) AP (ϵ = 0.90)
K = 10 K = 40 K = 10 K = 40

QG 50.5 56.8 40.6 47.4
SD 49.0 55.5 37.7 43.5

thetics. The abuse of image cropping models may make
people concentrate obsessively on the common cropping
patterns and neglect the highly different personal prefer-
ences.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, the weaknesses of the traditional image
cropping models are analyzed. We propose a new perspec-
tive that regards image cropping as a set prediction problem
to mitigate their shortcomings. The set prediction model di-
rectly regresses multiple crops and automatically estimates
their validity. However, we find the original set prediction
lacks consistency between the regressed crops and the va-
lidity labels. We propose two kinds of methods to ease the
inconsistency problem in different situations. The quality
guidance method directly uses the estimated quality scores,
and the self distillation method extracts knowledge from the
model itself. Sufficient experimental results prove the effec-
tiveness of different modules and show the merits over the
previous methods.
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